
Overview of a Benign 
Weather Regime that 

Produced Weather Impacts 
to ZFW ARTCC
June 20, 2011

Morning operations brief of airspace 
conditions indicated strong low level 
wind impacting diagonal runways to 
DFW reducing acceptance rates to 90 vs 
126 rate.   Mention of Virga / showers to 
the West of D10 TRACON between 1100 
and 2100z that could produce moderate 
turbulence as well as departure and 
arrival impacts to ZFW flows.



Initial D10 forecast indicating Virga 
induced turbulence and crosswind 
impacts.  

Updated D10 forecast added ceilings and 
SHRA/TS West of D10 as impacts to 
operations.  



Impact based graphical D10 forecast added ceiling 
impacts/crosswind/TS West of D10 as impacts to 

operations.  



The 1100z issuance of the CCFP did not contain any 
impacts to local D10 or ZFW Operations.  



ZFW CWSU assessment of conditions did not 
include impacts for arrivals or departures when 
issued at 1200z.  However during the morning 

Operations briefing the CWSU did mention a fluid 
situation with the possibility of SHRA/TS 

developing to the West of D10 with possible 
impacts to West departures and UKW/JEN 

arrivals.  



ZFW CWSUs further assessment of conditions 
immediately after the morning Operations 
briefing was updated to include impacts for 

arrivals and departures as precipitation began 
developing West of D10.  



CIWS imagery at 11:00z 6/20/11 indicated only an 
isolated SHRA West of D10.  



CIWS imagery at 13:30z 6/20/11 indicated fairly 
rapid development of elevated SHRA/TS West of 

D10



NEXRAD GR Analyst imagery at 12:52z 
6/20/11 indicated narrow broken line 
of mainly elevated SHRA/TS West of 

D10.  Virga bases were around 090-150 
as noted in circled area of 3D rendering 

with most convective elements at or 
below 40 dBZ.



NEXRAD GR Analyst imagery at 13:16z 
6/20/11 indicated narrow broken line 
of mainly elevated SHRA/TS West of 

D10.  Virga bases were around 090-120 
as noted in circled area of 3D rendering 

with most convective elements at or 
below 40 dBZ.



This image depicts the ZFW Tactical 
Convective Hazard Product indicating 

specific forecast impacts from 
convection to high use jet routes at 

14:04z with a forecast at 1459z.



This image depicts the ZFW Tactical 
Convective Hazard Product indicating 

specific forecast impacts from 
convection to departures and arrivals 

at 14:29z.



D10 restrictions included reduced rate due 
to  crosswinds on the diagonal runways and 

convection West of the TRACON as of 
13:49z,  both are highlighted by the red 

ovals.



ZFW CWSU ultimately issued a CWA on 
the area of Virga / SHRA/TS.  Due to 

the elevated nature of the convection  
there were very few cloud-to-ground 

lightning strikes.
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